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	Essentials of Research Design and Methodology (Essentials of Behavioral  Science), 9780471470533 (0471470538), John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Master the essential skills for designing and conducting a successful research project
Essentials of Research Design and Methodology contains practical information on how to design and conduct scientific research in the behavioral and social sciences. This accessible guide covers basic to advanced concepts in a clear, concrete, and readable style.     

The text offers students and practitioners in the behavioral sciences and related disciplines important insights into identifying research topics, variables, and methodological approaches. Data collection and assessment strategies, interpretation methods, and important ethical considerations also receive significant coverage in this user-friendly guide. Essentials of Research Design and Methodology is the only available resource to condense the wide-ranging topics of the field into a concise, accessible format for handy and quick reference.     

As part of the Essentials of Behavioral Science series, this book offers a thorough review of the most relevant topics in research design and methodology. Each concise chapter features numerous callout boxes highlighting key concepts, bulleted points, and extensive illustrative material, as well as "Test Yourself" questions that help you gauge and reinforce your grasp of the information covered.     

       About the Author
   Geoffrey Marczyk, JD, PhD, is Assistant Professor at Widener University's Institute for Graduate Clinical Psychology in Chester, Pennsylvania.     

David DeMatteo, JD, PhD, is a behavioral scientist at the Treatment Research Institute at the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.     

David Festinger, PhD, is a behavioral scientist at the Treatment Resarch Institute at the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.       
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Designing with Web Standards (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2006
Best-selling author, designer, and web standards evangelist Jeffrey  Zeldman has updated his classic, industry-shaking guidebook. This new  edition--now in full color--covers improvements in best practices and  advances in the world of browsers since the first edition introduced  the world to standards-based design. Written in the same engaging and...

		

Power Analysis Attacks: Revealing the Secrets of Smart Cards (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2007
Power analysis attacks allow the extraction of secret information from smart cards. Smart cards are used in many applications including banking, mobile communications, pay TV, and electronic signatures. In all these applications, the security of the smart cards is of crucial importance.

Power Analysis Attacks: Revealing the...


		

Security Issues in Mobile NFC Devices (T-Labs Series in Telecommunication Services)Springer, 2015

	This work provides an assessment of the current state of near field communication (NFC) security, it reports on new attack scenarios, and offers concepts and solutions to overcome any unresolved issues. The work describes application-specific security aspects of NFC based on exemplary use-case scenarios and uses these to focus on the...





	

Beyond E-Business: Towards networked structuresRoutledge, 2015

	In Beyond E-Business: Towards Networked Structures Paul Grefen returns with his tried and tested BOAT framework for e-business, now fully expanded and updated with the very latest overview of digitally connected business; from business models, organization structures and architecture, to information technology.
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High Performance Parallel Database Processing and Grid Databases (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2008

   The latest techniques and principles of parallel and grid database processing
    The growth in grid databases, coupled with the utility of parallel query processing, presents an important opportunity to understand and utilize high-performance parallel database processing within a major database management system...


		

BGPO'Reilly, 2002

	
		This is a book about connecting to the Internet as reliably as possible. This means
		eliminating all single points of failure,including having just one Internet service provider
		(ISP). By multihoming to two or more ISPs,you can remain connected when
		either ISP (or your connection to them) experiences problems. However,there...
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